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 respecting the industry, commerce and industrial organisation
 of Ireland in the period from the Plantation of Ulster down to
 the crisis of the famine of 1846. The disturbances and confisca-
 tions of the seventeenth, the repressive measures of the eighteenth,
 and the economic changes of the earlier nineteenth century are
 sketched in some detail. One criticism to which the writer lays
 himself open is that of over-liberality in bestrewing his text with
 figures. Thus the matter contained in the sections on the Pro-
 vision Trade (pp. 123-5, 187-9) is hardly readable, and certainly
 impossible to remember, though it might serve the evil purpose
 of being used as a test of "memorising," such as once did exist
 in Irish Intermediate examinations. The placing of such figures
 in suitable tables would have relieved the text and decidedly
 improved the book.
 A large number of interesting questions are raised in the
 course of the history. Such are: (1) The interpretation of the
 returns to Irish trade. Mr. Burke seems to attach undue im-
 portance to the "balance of trade "; but the curious discrepancies
 between the English and Irish custom-house figures are instruc-
 tive as to the difficulty of reaching the truth.
 Again, (2) there is the question of the origin of the Irish trade
 unions about which a good deal of doubt still exists. The
 hostility of O'Connell to the demands of the unions which led
 to violent attacks on him is noted, without, however, any attempt
 at interpreting the real condition.
 In any re-issue of this work the author might consider the
 advisability of further breaking up the sections and introducing
 marginal notes. Some indication of the material used in each
 chapter would also be an improvement. The student, when
 beginning the reading of economic history, wants all the aid that
 he can get. C. F. BASTABLE
 A Social and Industrial History of England, 1815-1918. By
 J. F. REES, Lecturer on Economic History in Edinburgh
 University. (London: Methuen and Co. 1920. Pp. 197. 5s.)
 The Making of Modern England. By GILBERT SLATER, Principal
 of Ruskin College, Oxford. (London: Constable and Co.
 1919. Pp. 308. 7s. 6d.)
 THE main theme of both these books is economic evolution
 during the last 150 years-a subject and a period which have
 received in the past small consideration in public schools. A
 precise knowledge of the gruesome details concerning Jenkins'
 I 2
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 Ear affords little consolation to the young economist when
 challenged to uphold or refute Dean Inge's statement 1 with
 regard to our present treatment at the hands of the miner and
 bricklayer, that "nothing more scandalous, and nothing as
 ruinous, was ever done by the captains of industry in the days
 before the Factory Acts."
 To answer, or to indicate answers to, questions such as this
 and so to help to fill a gap in one of the most important sections
 of our history is the object of these books.
 Mr. Rees' "main purpose is to provide, within as small a
 compass as possible, the historical background necessary for the
 study of modern industrial and social questions." These words
 from his Preface are rather more modest than the somewhat
 grandiose title might lead one to expect, but they constitute an
 ambitious task for such a small compass. Economic history is
 peculiarly difficult to compress, because few, if any, of its phases
 seem to have any clearly-defined starting-point or ending; there
 is generally some indispensable long-drawn-out preliminary leading
 up to the big change. Thus Mr. Rees devotes his first two
 chapters to a compact yet comprehensive aerial survey of events
 before 1815. If the supplementary chapter on the recent war
 be excluded, there remain but 130 small pages of large type to
 justify his title, and into this space Mr. Rees has shepherded a
 large number of facts and events-social, industrial, and even
 financial. There is little time for discussion or expansion, and
 the inevitable result is that just as the reader is getting interested
 in a point, he is hurried on to the next. This is very much to
 be regretted, as Mr. Rees is an able writer. The ground covered
 includes Factory Regulation, Trade Unions, Poor Law, Trade
 Policy, and Municipal Government; their mutual relations are
 well shown. The effect, however, on the beginner is somewhat
 confusing, and the main value of the book to the student rests
 on the fact that it is compact and accurate and therefore suitable
 for revision purposes.
 Though published in 1919, with no hint of a previous edition,
 Mr. Slater's book was written two years before the war. The
 date 1912 in his Preface is the only indication on the surface that
 the matter is not up to the date of publication. That is, to say
 the least of it, misleading, and should be remedied.
 With this limitation the book may be strongly recommended
 as one of the books necessary for the beginner in the study of
 economic history, and Mr. Slater has certainly earned "the most
 1 Timem, Sept. 4, 1920.
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 modest degree of success " with which he says he would be con-
 tent. He aims at setting out in simple language "those facts
 . . .which it is most important for English men and women to
 know." He appreciated, in 1912, that, " for the citizen, his-
 torical study . . . is an imperative duty." How much more so
 is it to-day.
 The first six chapters cover the period up to the first Reform
 Bill. The histories of the rural and urban workers are traced
 from early times to the distress during the "Peace without a
 Parallel." Enclosures, Poor Law, and Factory Conditions are
 very well discussed. "The Firstfruits of Reform " introduces
 another series of good chapters. Those on the Poor Law, Muni-
 cipal Reform, and Factory Legislation are excellent, as is "The
 Progress of the Industrial Revolution during the Forty Years'
 Peace." The sub-heading "Railway Regulation " has some
 interesting points, and "Transport and Manufacture" is worth
 reading twice. In it the revolution in transportation is stressed,
 and rightly so. The engineering industries "have given us a new
 aristocracy of labour to take the place of the hand-loom weavers
 (133).
 The Labour Movement from 1825 to 1855, Free Trade, Public
 Health, and Education are worthy of the separate chapters they
 command, and the last two contain material that is not to be
 found so conveniently elsewhere. "Industry and the Worker from
 1846 to 1879 " paves the way for a very interesting and suggestive
 chapter (XX.) on the effects of American and German influence
 on British industry. One cannot help thinking of a series of
 well-written extracts from provincial guide-books when reading
 the chapter on " Municipal Life," but that does not make the facts
 any less valuable or impressive. Few appreciate that " there
 is no city in Great Britain which has a greater variety of muni-
 cipal activities than Glasgow" (216). Perhaps Necessity . . .
 In addition to a sketch of the Labour movement in recent
 years, the last thirty pages contain an interesting resumg of pre-
 war opinion on the Industrial System, the Constitution, and
 Imperialism. There is a hint of the need for a LIeague of Nations.
 A chronological summary and four charts on prices and popula-
 tion will be found useful. The index is inadequate in each of
 these books. The author has endeavoured to keep a fair balance
 between Individualism and Collectivism, but a sympathetic
 inclination is distinctly noticeable towards the latter in several
 passages.
 For the student history consists largely in material selected
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 judiciously and arranged in illuminating fashion. To measure the
 degree of importance which should be attached to any particular
 event-that is one of the student's chief difficulties, and one in
 which he needs most guidance.
 Perhaps, after all, Mr. Lytton Strachey is right: "The history
 of the Victorian Age will never be written; we know too much
 about it." J. H. MANN
 The Good Government of Glamorgan: The Case for County
 Borough Areas. By J. T. MARDY JONES. (Published by
 J. T. Mardy Jones, Pontypridd. Is. 3d.)
 THIs book bears upon a wider subject than its title indicates.
 A large proportion of the municipalities are finding their existing
 areas too restricted for their modern needs. The town-planning
 Acts, the national housing scheme, the supervision of dairies and
 slaughter-houses, the provision of allotments, the preservation of
 open spaces around growing towns, the control of the transport
 for those living at a distance from their work, the general expan-
 sion of towns into the country-all these factors are compelling
 municipalities to seek an extension of their boundaries. The
 difficulties created by this movement have been brought most
 prominently to public notice by the conflicts between the different
 local authorities in the West Riding. Bradford, Halifax, and
 Wakefield have pr;oposals for extension. Leeds proposes to more
 than double its area. Sheffield proposes to almost quadruple itself,
 and incidentally to absorb the county borough of Rotherham.
 Rotherham has similar proposals of its own. For each such
 scheme by itself a strong case can be presented, but, as the recent
 action of the Ministry of Health has shown, no great progress is
 possible until the problem presented by the administrative county
 has been answered. In the West Riding, for example, the accept-
 ance of all the proposals for the extension of county borough areas
 would diminish the rateable value of the administrative county
 by one-fourth and leave it like a sponge made up of holes. The
 question has received less general notice, but is as acute in
 Glamorganshire. There, if the proposals of the most ambitious
 advocates of extension were carried out, the administrative county
 would lose 90 per cent. of its population and consist of a number
 of isolated strips, whose only bond of union would be common
 officials. The subject is further complicated by the recrimina-
 tions between different municipalities accusing each other of
 wishing to "grab" the most valuable rating areas. Here Mr.
 Mardy Jones enters the field with a proposal both bold and simple.
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